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I'm Federica Sbordone (in art Ef Carrot) an italian girl born in

Rome. I'm 25 years old and after the High School of Art I studied

Cinema and Photography. I'm a creator since ever because I have

a very sensitive personality. 

In addition to the passion for the audiovisuals, I'm very interested

in marketing and in the potential use of the social network.

A B O U T  M E

About  my
Instagram

@ E F C A R R O T

SHARE is the key. I always think that the power of social media

will increase. We live in a particular society and we need to

rember how important is to stay connected, to stay TOGHETER.

With my IG account I LOVE to talk to a lot of friends around the

globe.  I belive a lot in that thing. My most theme are about the

beauty world but also I like to talk about  fashion, lifestyle,

cinema, art.



MY AUDIENCE
MY MOST FREQUENT VISITORS

 I definitely can say that standing to my followers

insights my audience are mostly young people

between 25-34 years old. They are 50% woman and 50%

man (thing I'm proud of). I'm italian so my mostly

visitors are from Italy but also from USA, UK, Germany.

SOCIAL MEDIA

You can find me not only on Instagram as @efcarrot but

I also have a YouTube channel "Federica Sbordone".

There I mostly like to upload videos of my travels but

also videos of makeup and collaboration.

Others channels of mine are:

TIKTOK @efcarr

TWITTER @federicasbordon

FACEBOOK Ef Carrot

PINTEREST federicasbordone

I think it's important to set GOALS in life. We need

to stay focus on things we believe in to be

successfull in that. I wish to reach a lot more

people from different country to confront with

others culture and way of life. 

What I  want  for  my
career
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